
Background  Notes - RailView 6
(Compiled August 1996 and minimally revised January 2008 for release on DVD)

Welcome to RailView 6, which takes a long look at Victoria in late 1994 and early 
1996. Victoria, like South Australia, has a fascinatingly varied locomotive scene: 
not only does it have its own V/Line roster, as well as locos from private companies, 
but it also accommodates many visitors from NSW and Australian National (South 
Australia). Victoria, also, like Queensland, has large numbers of loco hauled passenger 
trains, so that, altogether, there is much of interest to be seen (and heard!). This video 
endeavours to treat the viewer to as much of this variety as is possible for an interstate 
“foreigner” to cover in short periods of time!

RailView DVDs are not documentaries, dealing in depth with railway orientated topics, 
but are, more simply, programmes showing train running as seen from the trackside. 
The main emphasis is on regular running. Most freight trains and all passenger trains, 
are shown in full, even if that means, on occasions, quite long shots! Locomotive and 
train numbers are given, if possible, sometimes with a question mark where there is 
some doubt (V/Line numbers are given before other administrations’, where there are 
two). Where known, and where significant, gradients are indicated in the text.
RailView 6 is divided into two (titled) main sections: Bacchus Marsh area running in 
December 1994 and Victorian running in general in February 1996. Titles are not given 
for different localities in the second section, but, in general, fading in and out separates 
these. These Notes give full details of such changes in locale. The time sequence in 
this video is strictly chronological, so that shots can go from one area to another and 
then back to the original area.

It may be necessary to adjust controls on your set for the best pictures when this 
DVD is being played. Since trains are not particularly quiet, especially when 
“powering”, volume controls should be left at a fairly high level! Once set, you 
will probably not need to adjust the volume again while the DVD is being played.

[Title Scene]  A distant shot of 9150 (National Rail No.1AM3) (Adelaide-Melbourne) 
leaving Bacchus Marsh and approaching the 1 in 49 Parwan Bank.       (5.12.94)

The significance of Indian Summer in the title of this first section is that interstate 
services to South Australia in December 1994 were in their last few months of 
operation on this well known route west. One knew that the familiar and stirring 
images of heavy power on long superfreighters climbing the steep gradients either side 
of Bacchus Marsh were soon to end: first of all some non time-sensitive freight was to 
start to running via Broken Hill and then, before long, in April/May 1995, all interstate 
freight traffic was diverted, first of all via Broken Hill and then, finally, via the new 
standardised “Cressy” line. It was a great, but sad feeling, to bask for a short time still 
in the summer of the old line and its operations, knowing that the winter to come would 
most likely last for ever!
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In another sense, the Summer of the title is most appropriate: the weather in Victoria 
in early December 1994 was very hot and dry. Monday 5th was hot, but the night of 
Tuesday 6th was the hottest night ever recorded in Melbourne! “At least”, said a local 
enthusiast, “It’s not dull and damp! Make the most of the sunny, fine weather!”  Which 
we did!

Bacchus Marsh, some 51 kms from Melbourne, is situated in a fairly open valley. Both 
Down and Up trains face heavy gradients to climb out of the valley, with the one to 
the west particularly long. In the Up direction, a short straight is followed by reverse 
curves on short gradients of 1 in 50 up then down, level across Parwan Creek and then 
a 1.5 km climb of 1 in 49 to Parwan. 

In the Down direction, the line west, Ingliston Bank, provides the heaviest climbing 
until the Mount Lofty Ranges are reached  in South Australia. From Bacchus Marsh, 
the line turns south and describes a very large horseshoe, climbing at various gradients, 
but mostly (14+ kms) 1 in 48, including an unbroken 8 kms. The views one can get 
of trains climbing out of the valley are unsurpassed. After setting up where the line is 
winding in a northerly direction, one can see, down in the valley, a train heading south, 
disappearing behind large clumps of trees and then reappearing over a tall bridge at the 
southern end of the horseshoe. It disappears again and then reappears as it climbs north 
on the western side of the valley, charging past at full throttle and then disappearing 
again over the crest of the escarpment, but still climbing until, six or seven kilometres 
further on, it reaches the summit at Ingliston. The various shots in this section of 
RailView 6 illustrate the lie of the land and the great photographic opportunities 
available to the enthusiast.

[Scene No. 1]  BL + X48 + C510 on 9150 starting to ascend Parwan Bank (continuation 
of Title Scene). This is the last interstate train of the day on the Up, the 
procession starting early in the morning. Down trains start their performance 
in the late afternoon, and so we head to Ingliston Bank to record some of the 
players, setting up near the top of the horseshoe referred to above. 

[2] Up Sprinter Passenger (8140) (Ballarat-Melbourne) crossing the bridge at 
the southern end of the horseshoe and then caught a little later speeding north 
towards Bacchus Marsh. The good looking Sprinters are recently introduced 
diesel railcars that have enabled V/Line’s already fast country passenger 
services to be speeded up even more. (However, in late 1995 they had 
problems operating automatic level crossing gates and were withdrawn from 
all lines apart from the Melbourne-Bendigo. They were still thus restricted 
when the second section of the video was shot.)

[3] C501 + C508 on 9147 (2MA7) (Melbourne-Adelaide) viewed first of all 
climbing south from Bacchus Marsh, then crossing the bridge seen in [2] and 
lastly climbing north past the camera.       Last part of the scene 1 in 48

[71] For the last shot we move many kilometres to the west, to Dimboola, 360 
kms from Melbourne on the main Western Line to Adelaide. With the 
standardisation of this line, two of the branchlines west of Ararat were 
retained and standardised: Murtoa to Hopetoun, and Dimboola to Yaapeet. 
Our last shot is taken on the Yaapeet line, a couple of kilometres from 
Dimboola, with G530 hauling a loaded Up grain, which no doubt would 
be amalgamated with a load already there from further west for eventual 
haulage to Portland.       1 in 75.       (17.2.96)

   **************************************

 Railway personnel at Bacchus Marsh, Echuca, Winchelsea, Geringhap and 
Dimboola were of great assistance in the production of this video. They were 
ever ready to help with information about train running and times, as well as 
other details. Acknowledgement is also made of the help and advice received 
from Mr Albert Isaacs of the Railfan Shop, Melbourne. The assistance of 
Glen Carter and Stephen Miller in helping to determine the train and loco 
numbers is also much appreciated. V/LIne, itself, regretfully, did not respond 
to our early communication regarding our plans; perhaps we should be a little 
charitable and say that perhaps our letter or their response went astray!
   
When looking at interstate operations and the areas in which these operations 
are taking place, “foreigners” sometimes get things wrong! Viewers who 
can provide corrections and/or further details appropriate to the information 
provided in the Background Notes are invited to communicate with us. 

         

        RailView 6   from TRAINS ALIVE
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[64] BL31 and BL34 on 9802 (NP2 {Newcastle-Perth}) entering the loop on the 
Up side of Geringhap, to cross 9714. We see the V/Line officer inspecting the 
wagons as the long train slowly passes and gathers speed.        1 in 93, then 
level.

 
[65] C509, now having been given the road, leaves for Melbourne. The clicks and 

clunks in the background, after the train has passed, are the points etc. being 
re-set. 

[66] G on 9121 (empty grain North Geelong-Maryborough) crossing the 
magnificent Moorabool Viaduct. Victoria seems to be blessed with a number 
of very significant bridges, albeit ones that have occasionally needed to be 
strengthened to carry their loads! 

[67] G514 +G? on 9123 (empty grain to Maryborough) in the heavily wooded 
section of this line north of Elaine and about 60 kms from North Geelong.     
1 in 72.

[68] N466 on 8125 (ex Sprinter) approaching and passing Lal Lal station, some 
65 kms from North Geelong. We thought this train was going to stop or at 
least slacken here, but it sped through, shaking the camera, raising the dust 
and travelling too fast for us to catch it actually passing!

 The next two scenes are in the vicinity of Castlemaine, on the Melbourne-
Bendigo-Echuca line, a classic double track main with some very impressive 
stone bridges and other structures.

[69] We had heard that the Friday afternoon Deniliquin-Melbourne Goods was 
in the habit of leaving Bendigo early, so we took a punt on this happening. 
Sure enough, as evening was really setting in, the sound of multiple locos 
was heard from the north and 9084 made its dramatic exit from Castlemaine, 
hauled by X41 + P16 + T403?. A large part of this train’s load is rice, 
and the daily Mon.- Fri. service is a money spinner for V/Line and an 
excellent subject for the enthusiast, as the next shot will help to emphasise!      
1 in 84-86.

[70] We had also heard that the Saturdays only Melbourne-Deniliquin Goods 
(9083) was the only Down service to run in daylight (it stows at Bendigo 
until early Monday morning) and was more often than not hauled by a host 
of locos. So we set ourselves up in brilliant morning sunshine on the grade 
out of Harcourt, some 9 kms north of Catlemaine. Sure enough, again, it was 
not long before a strong GM chorus echoed around the hills to the south and 
soon a headlight shone through the trees. The sound shattered the morning 
quietness as no fewer than 6 locos powered past with their long train: X32 + 
P17 +T? + T374 + X37+ H2!    1 in 55, 1 in 79.       (17.2.96)

[4] N475 on 8141 (2MA8), the Down Overland, seen at first below the vantage 
point and then climbing up the escarpment, the car sides strongly reflecting 
the evening sky. While it is well after sunset, the twilight of the southern 
sky provides quite reasonable illumination. 9143 (2MA6) was supposed to 
have come in daylight, before 9147 and The Overland, but the hot conditions 
must have caused speed restrictions on the tracks, and 9143 arrived well after 
dark!

 We return to Parwan Bank the next morning (6th December) for the 
procession of Up trains. Bacchus Marsh is the terminus for outer suburban 
passenger services, so that there is quite an amount of traffic, with all 
interstate trains running on this route on the Up. (Some interstate trains 
[9169,9145 and 9149][MA2, 3 and 5]) ran via the Cressy line on the Down). 
Not all local trains are shown, but there are enough to give the viewer an idea 
of the intensity of traffic. P, N and A classes were  being employed at the 
time.

[5] We follow P16 on 8106 as it rounds the curve from the town, heads south, 
crossing the creek, and then notches up to tackle the 1 in 49.        

[6] N470 on 8112.

[7] G535 + S301 on 9146 (2AM5).

[8] A71? on 8114.

[9] N464 on the Up Overland  (8120) (AM8).

[10] Sprinter from Ballarat (8116).

 We now move to a different position, a kilometre or so to the east, near 
the top of the 1 in 49 grade. The noise of numerous heavy trucks crossing 
the bridge over the railway behind us has helped us make this decision to 
move.

[11] X48 on 9144 (2AM6), the T.N.T. train, making its noisy way up to the 
summit, which we clearly see in the second (telephoto) shot of the train.

[12] P18 on 8124.

 We now return to Ingliston Bank for the evening show. The weather was even 
warmer than the day before and trains were running even later, but at least 
9143 (3MA6) and 9147 (3MA7) came through before The  Overland!
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[13] BL on 9143. Notice that the vantage point is a little different from the night 
before. There was quite a strong wind, which made the telephoto shots a little 
difficult.

[14] BL31? and 700? (the only Alco we’ll see in this video!) on 9147 (3MA7) 
in a pink-hued after-sunset scene. For the second shot we move further up 
the bank and around the curve at the top of the horseshoe, just setting up in 
time to catch the train in a deep cutting as it slowly and loudly makes its way 
towards the darkening sky. 

[15] N? on The Overland, back towards the first location. The passenger train was 
just behind 9147 and there was time only for a hand held shot.

[16] The suitability of Bacchus Marsh station as a place for videoing trains at 
night had escaped us until we called in just to have a look at the trains and 
locos stabling there till the morning. The signal set for a movement west was 
sighted, so, once again, there was no time to set up as an intrastate train, 9151 
(Melbourne-Mildura), moved quickly through the well lit station, hauled by 
G.534.

 After enduring the hottest night ever recorded (in Melbourne), we were up to 
Parwan Bank again at the crack of dawn to have a last look at the morning 
show.

[17] P13, long end leading, heads 8104 in a pre-sunrise pink landscape.    
(7.12.94)

[18] 8106, headed by P19?, also long end leading, making quite a business-like 
assault on the grade.

[19] C506 + X49 on 9146 (3AM5).

[20] P23 on 8118, giving us a little hoot.

[21] C508 on 9144 (3AM6).

[22] BL35 + C501 on a late running 9170 (3AM2), our last look at interstate 
operations on the old main western line!

 We now move to February 1996; the new standard gauge line is well and 
truly run in, but improvements in crossings etc. are still gradually proceeding 
and are certainly needed (The Overland still takes two hours longer to reach 
Ararat  than it did in the broad gauge via Ballarat days!). Moreover, traffic is 
still increasing, with new players besides National Rail joining in and helping 
rail to improve its share of the traffic, despite the massive road transport 

Coast Railway. The setting up of this enterprise followed some privatisation 
of country train services by the Government a couple of years ago. Some 
services went to bus, but the services to Warrnambool and Shepparton 
remained rail. The West Coast Railway has seen patronage increase and 
there are new services in their sights. Some B and S class locomotives have 
been obtained from V/Line, refurbished and repainted in a bright livery that 
we have already seen in some shots. This section of the video looks at the 
crossing of Down and Up W.C.R. trains, a movement that occurs many times 
during the week at this pleasant little town.

[61] 8235, hauled by S311, is heard in the distance, whistling for the numerous 
level crossings, then comes into view and pulls into the platform. We then 
see the train reverse, take the loop and come forward, with the station staff 
officer setting the signals and points for the Up train, 8256. In a short time, 
S302 (8256) can be seen approaching and whistling for the crossing, pausing 
to exchange staffs (?), then pulling into the platform. 8256 then leaves and, 
as it clears the station, the S class opens up and we hear the strong exhaust 
and the loco horn as the Melbourne bound train roars into the distance. 8235 
itself then leaves, and we see the smoke of its exhaust as it heads, a little less 
exuberantly, into the distance. 

 We now move to the standard gauge line, which runs from Geringhap, on 
the Geelong-Ballarat line, to Maroona, on the Portland-Ararat line, Ararat 
itself and points west to South Australia. The line from North Geelong to 
Geringhap is dual gauge, then the rest of the route, including Portland-
Maroona and grain branches west of Ararat, are all standard gauge only. 
(The line from Ararat to Maryborough is standard gauge and that from 
Maryborough to Dunolly is dual gauge.) We came across an Up train west of 
Derinallum but, despite all we’d heard about the slow progress of trains on 
this line, this one, probably 9804 (4YB4) simply got away from us and we 
had to be content with one still shot. The next morning we were ready!

[62] BL32 + C506 on 9702 (5AM5) passing through the morning fog at Lismore, 
165 kms from Melbourne. “Stations” on this line were probably never 
much more than “whistle stops” and this applies even more now after 
standardisation.        (16.2.96)

[63] C509 on 9714 (PM9) a few kilometres to the east of Lismore, the fog having 
lifted to reveal another bright, sunny day. We do not see the whole of the train 
as it passes, but this is compensated for later on at Geringhap.       1 in 100.

 The next five scenes are set on the Geelong-Ballarat line, which was the first 
route to Ballarat from Melbourne, preceding the route via Bacchus Marsh by 
some 27 years. 
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[50] S302 and S300 on W.C.R. service from Warrnambool (8256), gradually 
slackening as an adverse signal is sighted on the approach to Werribee.

[51] A66 on 9238, a goods service from North Geelong to Dynon.

 The next two scenes are hand held shots at Spencer Street station, showing 
some of the intensive electric suburban train action, plus a surprise!

[52] A number of trains arriving at and leaving the electric platforms.

[53] A surprising appearance (at least to the photographer!) of an old Tait set 
arriving. The appearance of this set on a weekday may have had something 
to do with some special celebration in Melbourne, as there was a fly past of 
oldish planes and some sky writing during the afternoon. (??)

 The next few scenes are taken the next morning (Thurs. 15th) at a location 
east of Laverton, about 19 kms from Melbourne. The industrial nature of 
the landscape lends quite a different atmosphere to the shots. Being near an 
important level crossing, we hear the warning “whistle” from each train.

[54] BL26 on Up interstate freight (9712?)(PM5). As the train passes, we zoom 
up to see it crossing over a distinct hump.

[55] N472 on 8225 (Ex Sprinter) Geelong Passenger.

[56] N467 on 8230 Passenger.

[57] S311 on Up Warrnambool Passenger (8236).

[58] Up suburban set (6620) speeds past. The Met’s train horns have a distinctive 
and, to a NSW observer, at least, a pleasing sound.

 The next two scenes were shot at Little River station, 47 kms from Melbourne.
The station buildings are solid stone structures from another era,.

[59] N462 on Down Geelong Passenger (ex Sprinter 8229) arrives at and leaves 
Little River.

[60] N473 arrives at Little River on Up Geelong Passenger (ex Sprinter 8242). As 
it is just about to leave, an Up interstate freight is heard passing by and we 
turn the camera and zoom up to follow this train and its 2 Cs (9702?)(4AM5). 
8242 then leaves and comes into view as we follow it and the dancing flat 
wagons on 9702 until the level crossing gates start to ascend.

 The next scenes are set at Winchelsea, about 113 kms from Melbourne on the 
Warrnambool line. This part of Victoria is serviced by trains run by the West 

lobby and the Federal Government’s marked reluctance to make any new 
worthwhile grants for rail’s development. The scene is becoming even more 
interesting for rail enthusiasts, although N.R.’s large numbers of new locos 
will affect  the variety that is still very much in evidence. The scene is more 
static in the rest of Victoria, but even here, aggressive searching for new 
business on the part of V/Line Freight (some other administrations seem to 
have given up!) and the entry of new passenger companies like West Coast 
Railway are having positive results. The picture in Victoria is an exciting one 
for enthusiasts and it is hoped that the coverage will be of interest, not only 
to those of us from interstate, but also to Victorians themselves.

 The first scenes are in the north-east and northern sections of V/Line’s 
operations.

[23] G519 and 42206 on Up Interstate freight (3177?)(7SM7) near Creighton, 
about 143+ kms from Melbourne on the standard gauge Sydney line.      
(11.2.96)

[24] N464 on 8326 (Albury-Melbourne) north of Seymour.

[25] Up Melbourne XPT (8622)(ST30) at the same location.

[26] A66 on Up Shepparton Passenger (8330) a little to the north of [25].

[27] A60 + N456 on Albury Passenger (8325) at Mangalore, where the main 
line and the Goulburn Valley line diverge. The first car is in the new V/Line 
passenger livery.

[28] A73 on the Down Shepparton Passenger (8335) at Mangalore. The shot 
was taken from near a cottage, in whose yard was a cockatoo that reacted  
(un?)favourably to an A class’s horn!

[29] X43 on Down Grain at Barnes Junction, about 12 kms north of Echuca, 
taking the Moulamein (formerly Balranald) branch.        (12.2.96)

[30] N465 + P16 on 9352 freight (Tocumwal-Dynon) approaching Murchison East. 
Tocumwal has 2 regular freight services every weekday!        (12.2.96) 

 The next shots are taken in the vicinity of Heathcote Junction, Wandong 
and Kilmore East, situated approx. 53, 56 and 62 kms respectively from 
Melbourne. This is a popular area for photographers because of the grade 
in both the Down and Up directions as the main North East line climbs to 
cross the Great Dividing Range at Heathcote Junction. The weather had 
turned very windy, and very cold, so that photography was definitely neither 
a pleasurable nor very successful occupation.
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[31] A60 on Up Albury Passenger (8318) speeding over the summit on the Up 
side of Heathcote Junction station.   Gradients 1 in 50 either side of the 
summit.        (12.2.96)

[32] N460 on Up Shepparton Passenger (8324) pulling in to and leaving Heathcote 
Junction station on the same afternoon.

[33] 8169 + G + G on Down Interstate Freight 3194?(2MS4) at the same location 
on the same afternoon.

[34] A78 on 8304 (Seymour-Melbourne Passenger), early the next morning, 
having just left Kilmore East station.   1 in 79 followed by lesser gradients, 
then a short, out of sight, 1 in 50.        (13.2.96)

[35] A62 on 8306 (Seymour-Melbourne) at the same location on the same 
morning. A62 makes a fine picture in its striking new livery.

[36] G541 comes down the grade on 9691 (Goods Dynon-Bandiana).

[37] A60 on 8303 (Melbourne-Seymour) applying its dynamic brakes to slow for 
Kilmore East station. This service was due to be run by a Sprinter, but was a 
loco hauled train because of the level crossing problem, as explained in the 
Notes to [2].

[38] N453 on 8307 (Shepparton Passenger) climbing (fast!) to Heathcote Junction 
on the same morning.       1 in 50.

[39] Down XPT (8611)(ST4) just north of Wandong on the same morning.   
Gradient varying from approx. 1 in 80 to 1 in 60.

[40] N452 on 8310 (Up Albury passenger) at the same location.

[41] A60 on 8314 (ex Sprinter from Seymour).

 The next section of the video moves to the Stony Point line. This line runs 
down the eastern side of Port Phillip Bay and is electrified (and busy) as far 
as Frankston, where one changes into a two car loco hauled train for the 32 
km run through semi rural countryside to “olde worlde” Stony Point. The 
area could well be busy on weekends, but on a warm weekday was very 
pleasantly free of many people.

[42] P12 on 8516 (Stony Point-Frankston) between Tyabb and Somerville, about 
56 kms from Melbourne. The light train speedily and noisily climbs the 1 in 
50 grade.

 The next scenes follow P12 arriving at Stony Point with train No. 8517, 
running around the train and then leaving as No. 8518.

[43] P12 squeaks and grinds its way to a stop in Stony Point station. Then it 
uncouples, moves to the Down end of the platform, reverses, runs around the 
train, couples on again, pushes the train to the Down end of the platform and 
finally leaves, filling the scrubby landscape with the sound of its exhaust. The 
motor sound issuing from the train is that of the air conditioning unit, the power 
being provided by the loco. The neat lawn and garden on the embankment, 
while it is on railway property, is tended by the neighbouring resident.

[44] P12 arrives at and departs from Somerville station with train No. 8520. One 
can only surmise that the continued existence of such a non 1990s train 
service as this is simply because of the existence of a branch, about 8 kms 
south of Somerville, to Long Island. It is here that block steel is unloaded 
from up to three trains a day. Unfortunately, one such train from Long Island 
that we wanted to photograph happened to be running a couple of hours early 
on this day!

 Unfortunately, our visit to the Eastern line was brevity itself, amounting to one 
train only. Our tight schedule did not allow us to track down any of the two to 
three per day freight trains running to or from Maryvale (A.P.M.) or Sale.

[45] N460 on 8431 (Melbourne-Sale Passenger) speeding through Hallam, some 
36 kms east of Melbourne.       (13.2.96)

 The next six shots were taken on the afternoon of Wednesday 14th February, 
a couple of kilometres on the Down side of Werribee, an outer suburb at 
the limit of electrification, some 32 kms from Melbourne on the Geelong 
line. This line is flat, busy and speedy, with many passenger services to 
Geelong, some to Warrnambool  (West Coast Railway) and Ballarat and the 
occasional broad gauge freight and standard gauge services (to and from 
South Australia). We have chosen some representative trains as samples of 
the type of traffic running along what is one of the busiest non-electrified 
lines in Australia.

[46] West Coast Railway B61 on 8235 (Melbourne-Warrnambool). As of February 
1996, only a few cars and vans were already in W.C.R. livery.

[47] N455 on 8237 (Geelong Passenger).

[48] BL32 + C? on interstate freight (9702?)(3AM5). No doubt the C will need 
some tuning attention when it gets to its depot!

[49] N466 on a rather longer set, 8239.
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